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Abstract

In view of the presertt state of development of non cktssicallogic, especially
of paraconsistent logic, a new stand regardmg the relatzons between logtc
and ontology is deferded In a parody of a dicturn of Quine, my stand
MaY be summarized as follows To be is to be the value of a vanable
a specific language with a given underlymg logic Yet my stand differs

from Qutne's, because, among other reasons, I accept some first order
heterodox logIcs as genutne alternatwes to ciassical logic I aiso discuss
some questions of non classical logic to substantzate my argument, and

suggest that rny position complements and extends some uleas advanced
by L Apostei

The term `ontology' usually denotes a part of metaphysics Ontology
is the theory of the most general principies of bemg qua bemg, and
may also be called general metaphysics In other words, in ontol-
ogy one stules the basic traits of ali reality, therefore, the common
ontological theones are m. a certam sense formal, since they do not
consider this or that particular bemg, but bemg as such, bemg In gen-
eral

In ontology, we are concerned especially with what there is and
with the vanous fundamental classes of beings Typical ontoiogical
questions mdude, for example, the following Are there abstract en-
tines (universais) ? Are there substances? What is an attribute 7 Is
the (ontological) law of contradicnon umversally vahcP

On the other hand, logic is, at least partly, the doctnne of valid
mference Clearly, m order to mvestigate valid mference, logic must
start from certam basic mgredients, such as the notions of object,
predicate, relation, and sentence In the analysis of these ingredients,

(3 Principia, 6(2) (2002), pp 279-98 Published by NEL — Epistemology
and Logic Research Group, Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC),
Brazil
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an ontology seems to be imphat The main problem is, does logic
commit us to ontological presupposmons7

Of course, there are phtlosophers who deny that logic has any sig-
nificant connection with ontology at ali This is precisely the case of
Nagel (see Nage' 1949), who defends the thesis that logic has noth-
nig to do with ontology, because he beheves that logic neither tnes
to descnbe the way in wluch men in fact thmk about the world nor
is related to the real world which we tlunk about In Nagel's view,
logic has only a normative role, prescribing rules of sound thinkmg
and having no ontological import

G Berry (1975, p 243) employed the neologism 'anontologism'
to designate the above position, accordmg to which logic does not
have any ontological significance Other important philosophers,
leaving aside Nagel, accept the anontological view of logic, for In-
stance, Ayer, Carnap and Kemeny, as well as the neoposinvists m
general

Here I shall argue m favor of a new manner of regardmg the m-
terconnections between logic and ontology, which is In opposition to
ali stnct anontological conceptions

The paper is divided mto four parts In the first, I give some rea-
sons to substannate a certam kmd of ontological view of logic In
the second, a particular system of paraconsistent logic is descnbed
and discussed In the third, by recourse especially to notions intro-
duced in part two, I try to show how my view is In agreement with
the most recent discovenes in paraconsistent logic and in some other
fields of non-classical logic (though only paraconsistency receives full
treatment) Fmally, In the fourth, I observe that my concepnon con-
stitutes a natural development of some views of L Apostei

1

In previous works (see da Costa 1980, 1981), I have mamtamed
the thesis that Logic does not have any direct philosophical import
Nonetheless, it has really an important indirect releyance to philoso-
phy, and especially to ontology To begm with, let me make clear my
position
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Two main arguments may be presented in favor of the philosoph-
ical neutralay of 'ove 1) As a matter of fact, logic, conceived as the
result of the logician's activity, shows itself to be mdependent of any
philosophical thesis, and, as a consequence, of any direct ontological
commitment whatsoever This circumstance seems so obvious to me,
that I shall not pursue tlus lime of thought further, 2) When the re-
mark is made that a given development of logic implies (or depends
on) some philosophical hypothesis, one can always answer that the
development in question constautes simply a façon de parler, that a
does not in fact get mvolved with any philosophical thesis at ali, but
that it only feigns to this end For example, when our attention is
called to the Platomst btas of extant set theory, the most obvious
reply is to say that we are working as tf Platonism were true, feign-
ing to give countenance to Platomsm, but that really we stay above
such crincisms (somenmes, ontological issues are even condemned
as meanmgless, see, for mstance, Camap 1950) When we stay at
the levei of pure logic, our stand remams unassailable Undoubtedly,
such disputes can only be settled, tf ever, by means of some extra
philosophical assumptions, i e, if we leave the domam of pure logic
and get tnto the field of philosophy

Anyhow, the mdtrect philosophical sigmficance of logic seems
quite obvious For mstance, Godel's mcompleteness theorems and
the non-classical logics led to a wealth of philosophical problems and
disputes, much progress has ansen from the philosophical analysis of
those topics The mdirect import of logic to philosophy may be sum
manzes m a few words rt means that logic shows itself to be Impor-
tant to the domam of phtlosophy when supplemented by philosophi-
cal pnnciples, i e , considered from the potra of view of philosophy

From now on, expressions such as 'philosophical import of logic',
'ontological relevance of logic', etc , will respecnvely mean `indi-
rect philosoplucal import of logic', `indirect ontological relevance of
logic', etc That is, the qualification 'indirece will normally be an
plicaly understood

What are the principal theorencal reasons which expiam that so
many philosophers, partacularly those belongmg to the schools of em
pinctsrn and of analytic philosophy, deny the (even indirect) import
of logic to ontology 7 Berry touches the heart of the question when
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he writes the followmg

What are the motives underlymg logical anontologism? I thmk there
are two basic ones The first is the empincist's and the analytic
philosopher's felt need to expiam the certamty of logic Any em-
pincal principie can be wrong, for later observanon may disprove
it This uncertamty charactenzes ali empincal hypotheses A simi-
lar faihbility, In fact, marks every assernon about the world, for the
world can always nse up somewhere along the lime to veto it How
come, then, that logic is certam ? The anontologist rephes that logic
can be certam simply because it is not about the world, so the world
can never prove it wrong The second motive underlymg anontol-
ogism is a felt need to expiam the a priori character of logic, its in-
dependence, that is, of observanons The pure logician or the pure
mathemancian works in his study or at his biackboard He is un-
troubled by laboratones or experunents, and In lus invesugations he
Ignores their deltverances And well he may, says anontologtsm, for
smce his investigations are not about the world at ali, no observation
of it can gude ou correct them (Berry 1979, p 244)

Berry also adds that

A third arcumstance, though hardly dasstfiable as a motive und.er
lymg logical anontologism, at least renders it more palatable What
Camap (cf, , for mstance, 1935, pp 58ff) descnbed as translanon of
sentences from the material mode int() the formal mode of speech,
or what Quine (1960, pp 270ff) calls `sernantic ascent' enables one
to convert discussion of objects atito discussion of that chscussion of
objects Instead of saymg, e g, '4 is a number', you say 'the expres
sion "4" is a numeral' Or, to take the trivial sort of case, mstead of
asserting sentence A, e g, '2+2= 4', one can always assert the equiv
alent sentence 'A is true', e g, '"2 +2 = 4" is true' Sentences about
numbers thus give way to sentences about numerais or even to sen-
tences about sentences, so that logic itself can be replaced by met-
alogic Tf we can now dear the way by ingesting Nagers distinction
between the real world and language, parncularly ideal language, we
can swallow the anontologism of metalogic smoothly (Berry 1975,
pp 244-5)

Nonetheless, logic is netther compietely certam nor enttrely a pri-
or/ The knowrt paradoxes, the difficulttes related to the so called
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grand logics (set theones and higher-order predicate calculi), and
the non-classical systems of logic confirm the histoncal lesson that
severa' uncertamnes and doubts are always harassmg logicians (for
details, see da Costa 1980 and Quine 1953) And logic mterpreted
as the most general part of science, not as a pure formal game, also
can not be envisaged as ennrely a prton, as Quine and other philoso-
phers have argued (cf, , for instance, Quine 1950, 1953 and 1960)

Without getting mto details here, I may jusnfiably contend that
certamty and apnonty consntute charactenstics which do not belong
to logic m Its entirety

The mere possibility of semannc ascent can not expiam the se
mantical dimension of a system of grand logic, and In particular the
relations between logic and reahty Recourse to the idea of seman-
tical asceta hkewise does not solve the philosophical problems ongi-
nating m a well-elaborated strong syntax (for example, the collecnon
of symbohc expressions is potennally mfinite So, the natural ques-
non What is a symbol 7) 'That is to say, indirect philosophical prob-
lems can not properly be replaced by purely Imguistic analysis Logic
does give nse to ontological inquines, which are jusnfiable (and indi-
rect)

I thmk that the present situation of logic clearly corroborates the
foregomg conclusions on the general relanons which hnk logic to
ontology

But let me leave the domam of generahnes and enter into the
terntory of more definite assernons

Once Quine wrote that "to be is to be the value of a vanable"
(1950, p 15, and 1966, p 66) Indeed, the ontological commitment
of our theones is measured by the domams of their (bound) vanables,
as he asserts m a more explica passage

To be assumed as an entity is, purely and sunply, to be reckoned as
the value of a vanable In terms of the categones of traditional gram
mar, this amounts roughly to saymg that to be is to be ui the range of
reference of a pronoun Pronouns are the basic media of reference,
nouns might better have been named propronouns The vanables of
quantification, `something', `nothing', 'everything', range over our
whole ontology, whatever it may be, and we are convicted of a par
ncular ontologicaI presupposmon if, and only if, the alleged presup-
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position has to be reckoned among the entines over wluch our van
ables range In order to render one of our affumanons true (Quine
1953, p 13)

(This remams vand even m languages m which names and van-
able binding term operators, as the descnption symbol and the ab-
straction operator, can not be elimmated)

My stand constitutes basically a modifications os Qume's In a
few words, I thmk that to be is to be the value of a vanable m a
given language with a determmate logic As a corollary, logic and
ontology are so related, that a number of changes m logic entalis the
possibility of ncher and more complex ontologies At first sight, this is
surpnsmg, smce it implies that there exists m pnnciple a vast class of
ontologies whose underlymg logics are incompatible Indeed, as there
are infinitely many pure geometnes, so there exists an mfinity of pure
ontologies And as one of the tasks of the physicist consists exactly
In trymg to choose the best geometry to be applied m his researches,
so the ontologist has to attempt to discover the most appropnate
ontologies to cope with reality

The simple recognmon of the existence of logwally distmct on-
tologies may be regarded as an advance In the philosophical domam,
as is piam

The precedmg conception is illustrated and defended In the next
two sections

II

Suppose one wants to formulate a theory of Cantor's Absolute, i. e , a
set theory captunng most of the propernes of sets, as they appear m
our intintive and naive handlmg of them The works of Cantor and
of the first mathemancians who undertook to develop the theory of
sets may be considered as typical in tIns respect Some of the most
important charactenstics of such a theory seem to be the followmg

1) There are sets and atoms (Urelernente) Among the sets there
are the void set and the universal set Any set can always belong
to other sets In general, most of Zermelo-Fraenkel amoras must be
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true of sets (Anyhow, if the atoms are not taken ;sito account m the
theory, this does not fundamentally change as nature )

2) The theory of Cantor's Absolute has to be contrachctory, as the
common paradoxes (for mstance, Russell's, Burah-Fortfs, and Can-
tor's) make evident Nonetheless, the theory should not be trivial —
that is, some set-theorencal proposinons should not be theorems of
our theory, because they are not intuitively true regardmg Cantor's
Absolute

3) Most of the usual arguments of naive set theory should be ad-
mitted in the theory 1 arn seekmg Consequently, its underlymg logic
has to be dassical logic in the sense that deduction from consistent
premises should be dassical But, since the theory should not be triv-
ial, the fiinction of classical Logic in it has to differ from he standard
uses of that logic Because my theory will belong to the category of
paraconsistent theones, 1 I may say that I will employ classical Logic
within a paraconsistent logic

4) Essennally, in order to adapt classical logic to its new paracon-
sistent funcnon, I shall modify the standard concept of deduction, as
follows The sentence a is &lid to be a consequence of the sentences
belonging to A if, and only if, the following conchnons are fulfilled
(i) There exist sentences ai, az, , an belonging to A, or already
shown to be consequences of A, such that a is a classical conse-
quence (logical consequence) of al , a2 , Gen, (n) {a] , a2„ (} is

consistent (of course, the members of A and the logical truths are in
duded among the consequences of A too) Owing to the fact that the
notion of consistency in first order predicate calculus is not decidable
and to other techrucal Ifficulties, I also mtroduce modal terras m my
theory, however, the modal terms could be chspensed with altogether,
and we could keep only extensional concepts These and other de
tais will be made patent by the exposition below

In order to formulate the desired system, which reflects Cantor's
Absolute, 1 mtroduce, to start with, an auxihary logic, which serves
several other purposes S5*, that is, S5 extended with quantification
and (contmgent) equahty

The language of S5* is a standard first-order language (without
funcnon symbols) to which 1 add the symbol of necessity 0 (P is de-
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finable in terms of O) Therefore, in this language we have the com
mon connectives (-->, A, v, -., <->), the modal operators (O, ()), the
quannfiers (V, 3) the symbol of equality (.), predicate symbols, indi-
vidual terms (constants and vanables), and auxiliary symbols (paren-
theses) The formulas of S5* will be denoted by srnall Greek letters,
and classes of formulas by capital Greek letters In this system the
vanables and constants are to be thought of as refernng to functions
which select from each possible world and element of that world (the
only terms allowed are vanables and constants An atomic formula
Rxy is true m world a (for the assignment of f,g to x,y) if Rifigi

Axioms of S5*

S/ a, where a is an mstance of a tautology (in -->, A, v,-,,<-->)
S2 Vx(a --> fi)--> (a ---> Vx/3), where the vanable x does not occur

free in a
S3 Vxa(x) a(t), where the term t is free for x m a(x)
S4 x .x, where x is any vanable
S5 x -----, y --> (a(x) <-> a(y)), whit the usual restncnons for contm-

gent equahty2
S6 13(a -> 13) --> (Da --> 0/3)
S7 Da --> a
S8 0a --> 00a

Rules

RI From a and a -÷ fi to mfer p
R2 From ato mfer Vxa
R3 From a to inter Da

I- a means that a is provable ms S5*, and we write U H a if (a 1 A
az A A (n) -4 a Is provable in S5* for ai , a2„ ai, In I' (if I' = 0,
then ri- a means, by extension, simply that I- a)

I remark, en passant, that S5* can be the basis of a modal set theory
similar to the modal higher-otder logic of Gallin 1975 Such a set
theory proves useful In ali contexts in which Gallin's systems IL and
MLT have found applications
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S5* may be regarded as a paraconsistent logic To show how this
can be done, let us suppose that E is the set of non-logical monis of
a given theory T The set of theorems ofT, denoted by A, is defined
as follows a e A if, and only if, we have

1) a E E, or
2) a is a theorem of S5*, or
3) a is Pfi, with fi e or
4) There exist a1 ,a2„an e A, such that
41) 0(a i A a2 A A an) e A, and
4 2) C1((a1 A a2 A A an) —> a) E A To express that a is a theorem

of T, we write El- a or II-T a

It is clear that T may be mconsistent (for some a, a and —ia are
theorems of T), but non-tnvial (there exists at least one formula fi
such that it does not belong to the class of theorems of T, i e, we
don't have II-T 13) In short, with the new definition of consequence

our logic is paraconsistent
Nonetheless, observe that II-T a and H-T 13 do not imply that II-T

a A fi This mconvemence could be elmunated by the introduction
of a modal conjunction a&J3 =def	 A	 Note also that if E =
{a	 then T is trivial, though E = { a, —,a} does not entali that
T is trivial

Now let me pass to the descnpnon of an inconsistent but ap-
parently non-trivial set theory ZF*, which reflects Cantor's Absolute
better than any of the extant set theones

The language of ZF* results from the language of S5* when the
collection of its predicate symbols contams only the symbol E of
membership, the individual constaras are deleted, and the classifier,
{ }, is adjomed The addition of this last symbol offers no difficulnes,
and the adaptations we have to make in order to define the concepts
of term and of formula are clear enough (for details, see da Costa
1980)

Defitution 1 _ff t i and t2 are terras, then

t1	t2 =def -1(ti E t2)
t1 t2 =def —1(t 1 = t2)
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Definition 2 If t1 and t2 are terrns and the vanable x does not appear
free in them, we put

t 1 c t2 =def VX(X E ti —> X G t2)

Defitnnon 3 t 1 and t2 are terms and the vanable x does not have free
occurrences in them

{t i ,t2 }=def {x x= t i vx=t2}
{t 1 } =def {ti ,ti}

{ti O t2 } =def {X X € t i vx e t2}
{t i nt2 } =def {x X E ti AX E t2}
- ti =def {x x e ti }
0 =def {x x #x}
V =def {X X=X}
P(t1) =def {x x c ti }
U ti =def {x 3y(y e ti Ax e y)}
nt, =def {x Vy(y e t 1 -3 XEe y)}

Remark In the last two cases, y must be distinct from x and not occur
free m t1 From now on, such obvious restncnons will not be made
exphat

Defimtion 4 Under clear ccmdttions, we put

ia(x) for {x ce(x)}
PI for x E {ti,t2} E-->X= ti VX:=t2
P2 for x e t i u t2 <---> x e t i vx E t2
P3 for x E ti nt2 E-> X E tí Ax e t2
P4 for x e - t 1 E---> x E ti
P5 for x e O <--->xx

P6 for x e P(t i ) 4->X C tl
P7 or x e Uti 4->By(y e tl Ax e y)}
P8 for x e nt, 4-3 Vy(y e t1 —) x E y)}

Qi for 3y(0 e y A Vx(x E y —> o{x} E y))

Q2 for Vz3yVx(x E y <—> (a(x) Ax E z))
Q3 for any standard formulauon of the axtom of replacement in ZF
Q4 for any standard formulatum of the ancrrn of chace m ZF
Q5 for Vx(x # 0 --> 3y(y e x Ay nx = 0))
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Now, I proceed to the statement of the non-logical axiorns of ZF*
(the restrictions to which the axioms are subjected are the common
ones, and every axiorn will always stand for as universal closure)

Non-logical monis of ZF*

A 1 0({x a(x)}={y a(y)})

A2 D[Vx(oc(x) (--> P(x)) --) {x ct(x)} = {x P(x)}]
A3 0({x x E t} = t)
A4 D[Vz(z E x4--->zE y)--- x = Y1

A51 x E {x a(x)} -4 a(x)
A52 a(x) -> X E {x a(x)}

A5 constautes the general separanon amora It is not presented
in the common intuitive version

X E {x a(x)} <-> a(x)

owmg to the fact that it would be self-contradictory (this can be
demonstrated, for mstance, by the derivation of a form of the Russell
paradox (essentially the classical formulation)), and this would turn
the system int° a trivial one

A6 El(P1 A P2 A P3 A P4 A135 A P6 A P7 A P8)

The operations postulated by A6, through P1 — Pg, correspond to
basic traits of the concept of a set and have to be unrestrictedly valid

A7 Q1 A (22 A Q3 A Q4 A (25

The statements Qi —Q5 , which compose A7, though makmg part
of usual ZF, are not supposed to be valid wahout restranons, but
imposed only on certam sets (i. e, on the sets of the actual world,
if I make appeal to the modal-semantical jargon) For other kmds
of sets, 1 could postulate properties similar to those of Quine's NF,
n.onetheless, this procedure will not be explored in the present paper

Takmg into account the non standard definition of theorem of a
theory founded one S5*, we have

Theorem 1 Ali theorems of (custornary) ZF are theorems of ZF* too
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Corollary 1 If ZF* is not trivial, then ZF is consistem

Theorem 2 ZF* is incorisistent

Proof Let us put R = {x x x} Then, A5 implies that II-zp* Vx(x E
R —> x x) But, by the defimnon of theorem of ZF*, one has
OVx(x e R —>x x), and also that also II-z F* 0(Vx(x e R —>x x)
(R e R R iz R)) >From the last formulas, one gets that II-w* R e
R —> R R Therefore, II-zF* 0.(R e R R E R) By S5*, 11-w* I3((R E
R --- > R R) --> R e R) Consequently, II-zF* R R Analogously,
11-wir R E R Therefore, ZF* is inconsistent (We could hkewise derive
m ZF* a version of Cantor's paradox )

If (t i , t2 „tn) denotes the ordered n-tuple of t i , t2„ tn (when
n 1, (t1 ) = t1 by convennon), then mstead of A4 one could smularly
have introduced a more general statement of the axiom of separanon

A/4 1 fc i 5è2	 a(X1,3C2„,C11) ((t1,t2„tn)) a(t1,t2„tli)

A 2 a(t 1 ,t2„tn) —4 3:1X2 í‘na(Xi x2 „ xn)((tI t2„ tn))

where -1-2 -0a( C 1, X2, ,x0) can be defined likewise Za(x) Under
this hypothesis, Russell's paradoxes for relanons would be denvable
iri ZF* too, though in a form which at first sight does not trivialize
the system

Theorem 3 In ZF* ( abbreviates

1f-	 AQ2 A Q3 A Q4 AQ5)

11- P1AP2AP3AP4AP5AP6AP7AP8

Q„

Pj , j=1,2„8

0.(x {x a(x)} --> a(x))

II- 0.(a(x) -->x E {x (Mn)

II- PI AP2 AP3 AP4 A N AP6 AP7 AP8AQi AQ2AQ3AQ4AQ5
Vx(x e V x =x)

{x a(x)}.Za(x)
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i(x e t) t

IE x E i(X E 0+—>X E t

Vx(lp(x)	 1//(X)) --> 3"Cyco(x) =i1y(x)

xu—x=--V

P(V) = V

Some observations on the above techmcal developments are m
order

1) S5*, with the non-standard defininon of consequence, could
perhaps be employed iii other contexts For mstance, in the formal-
=anon of portions of chalectics, such as Hegers Such an apphca-
non would not mean that dialectics is in principie axiomanzable, but
only that certain formalizations would help us to achieve better un-
derstanding of dialectical principies Maybe S5* couid likewise find
applications in connection with some other theones or hypotheses
which fali near paraconsistency, such as, for example, the hypothesis
of complementanty in physics

2) ZF* has a peculiar Knpke semantics, so, notwithstandmg its at
first sight rather heterodox nature, ir has an interpretai-um withm the
field of well-established modal ide as It can also be provided with a
semantic of valuanons (see Arruda & da Costa 1977), which consn
tutes a basically non-classical kmd of interpretation

3) It is not known whether the non-tradmonal strong use of das
sical logic to study Cantor's Absolute will contnbute to decide prob-
lems of set theory, i e , whether there are any set theorettc sentences
a undecidable in ZF, but provable in ZF*

4) ZF* may be remforced in vanous direcnons For mstance, by
new postulates guaranteemg the existence of several other 'contra
dictory' sets

5) Generally speakmg, ZF* and its possible extensions parallei the
real process of growth of amornam set theory, normally, the growth
results from attempts to modify the axiomatic basis of set theory, the
most significant to us bemg those ongmated by the adi uncnon of new
principies (as, for example, the principies of reflecnon) 3
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6) The leading ideas of this paper could be carned out using dif
ferent formulations for the modal logic other than S5* Also other
formulations of the existence axioms of attnbutes could be used,
for example the (strong) theory of propernes of Reinhardt 1980 and
(forthcommg)

III

Since ZF* is stronger than ZF, it may theorencally replace ZF in ali its
applications, and In particular in science 'fone replaces ZF by ZF* as
the underlymg logic of saence, then possible contradicnons are not
In principie excluded from the scientific field Anyway, one should
msist that this arcumstance does not entali that any contradiction
whatever must be accepted or that one is hampered In the utiliza
non of reasonings similar to the reductw ad absurdum Such conclu-
sions are false, partly because, as I have already noted, the subjacent
(first-order) logic of ZF* is essennally dassical logic, though with a
different definition of logical consequence

Because ZF* contams, so to say, contradictory sets, such as Rus-
sell's class, the ontology of saence founded on ZF* becomes more
populous than the ontology of the scientific system based, as is cus-
tomary, on a set theory such as ZF In effect, one has In ZF*, as is

easily seen II- 3x(x = R), II- R e R, and II- R e R Therefore, Quine's
cntenon of ontological commitment, duly broadened, shows that the
ontology of ZF* encompasses `contradictory' objects Thereby, my
thesis that to be is to be the value of a vanabie in a speafied lan
guage with a given logic, receives confirmation

In pnnaple, of course, I admit that the cntena to mfer ontological
assumptions either from logical or from saentific theones in general
are the same In a few words, the process through which it seems rea
sonable to mfer the existence of electrons and of neutnnos in physics
does not differ intrinsically from the one by means of which one as-
serts the ontological commitments of logical systems (it seems more
reasonable to accept certam ontological implications than to adopt
positions such as fictionism and instrumentaltsm)

The subjacent logic of saentific theones and, m general, of ra-
nona' contexts, results from a series of factors, most pragmatic in
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essence, as I have shown In da Costa 1980 Among them, I men
non the followmg simpiicity, intuitiveness, naturalness, psycholog-
ical meanmgfulness, and power of systemanzation In ali these re-
spects, ZF* does not get behmd ZF too much Therefore, only the
future development of science can decide, if ever, the issue of choos-
ing ZF or ZF* to function as the logical system of science Ontology
and logic are both m some measure histoncal they do not have Ans-
totehan essences, but are constructed m the course of history, subject
to ali histortcal uncertamnes

The handling of modal and intensional logics leads us to onto-
logical assumptions too This constitutes precisely the case of some
semanncs designed to cope with modal and intensional
seems, as Quine already has pomted out, that essentialism is hnked
to modal ideas Here I do not enter into discussions about modal
and intensional systems, but only recall that modal and intensional
concepts give nse to ontological questions If the topic were studied
In some detail, one would perceive that my maxim on ontological
commitment would receive further corroboration

The same kind of corroboration would be furnished by a criticai
exammation of intuitionistic logic, with ali its basic categones of con-
struction, proof, mathemancal entity, etc

My exposition might be supplemented by a discussion of the role
of Platonism as the best ontological stance regardmg systems like ZF
and ZF* The mam argument would parallel that of Berry (1975,
pp 264-74), but the treatment of Platonism from my perspective
will be left for a future work

I repeat that the ontological commitment of a standard theory
may be discovered by the mvestiganon of the entities which are re-
ferred to by its vanables This method mvolves most Qumean chs-
tinctions and corollanes, but not ali of them (particularly because I
accept logics other than classical first order calculus, moreover, m
some non-classical set theones, such as ZF*, the abstraction symbol,
or dassifier, can not be elimmated) On the other hand, the cnte
non of ontological commitment proposed should not be envisaged as
an eternal logical or philosophical truth ti constitutes for me only a
heuristic mamai, mtended to illun-imate, if a httk chmly, ontological
researches 4
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IV

In his (1960), Apostel defends the thesis that logic represents a tool
of great importance for the ontological mquiry He also beheves that
ontology is intimately connected with science the former depends at
least in part on the state of development of the latter He wntes

If I ask `what is there 7 ', I try to transcend the limit-ttions of what
I know about what there is, of what I add, due to perspective and
human nature, to what there is, in order to capture what there is,
what was there before I began to thmk, what there will be after my
thmkmg shall have fmished and what constantly gudes my thmkmg
But only In my thmkmg and through it, can I tind the traces of this,
and the common propernes, one or multiple, it, the mvanant, will
have Ontology is an empincal saence, that has to compare ali var
ious stages of the saences, m simphfied formalized versions, In order
to cliscover the common property of all ineduable elements in this
approximate model of what saence is about This will be existence
The function of logic in ontology will be quite more complex than
present day tope cimas it to be, but it will be extremely important
(Apostei 1960, p 225)

Apostei has been one of the first plulosophers to apply paraconsis
tent logic In his researches For example, he has used paraconsistent
logic to clanfy chalectics (see Apostei 1979)

He systemancally ingsted on the fact that logIc and mathemancs
are both linked to expenence

The amom of mfinity states that there exists at least one infinite
set We can discuss it supposmg either that there is no mfimte sys
tem In real nature or that such an infinite system really exists Let
us take the first altemative In the case that no infinite system ex-
ists, the acceptabdity of an amora of mfiruty (now, stnctly speaking,
false) depends upon certain properties of the uraverse and of human
thinking This is no isolated case Indeed there has never been
completely empty space, yet it is useful at first to develop mechanics
without friction There has never been a pure free market econ
omy, yet it is useful to develop economy from tias standpoint Many
saences are typological saences, studymg complex reality through
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studying simphed mociels of it (schemataations, idealizations, fic
nons) Saymg this however only states the problem the phdosopher
has to expiam why a necessary to study what is not in arder to under
stand what is and how a is possible to understand what is through the
study of what is not

One answer would be the followmg the exact number of ob
jects in the unwerse in unknown to us, and many properues of our
unwerse are independent of the number of ob jects in a For the
human mind on the other hand a may be unpossible to understand
the consequences of gwen statements In which parameters appear,
although the statements may be mdependent of these parameters,
if we do not set these parameters equal to an extreme value (zero
or infinite) This statement has a phystcal part and a psychological
part, and both these parts are empmcally confirmable statements

If the =verse is infinite (and some empmcal arguments seem to
point m the directions of this second altematwe), then the justifi
cations of the amora of infinity has to be undertaken along entirely
different biles (Apostei 1972, p 203)

Apostel's consideranons imply, in particular, that the justification
of a system of logic depends on a number of elements, almost ali of
them pragmatical Therefore, no logical system should be judged only
on a pruyn grounds The important point is to know whether it works
or not Possibly, this philosophical perspective explains the fact that
Apostei has been so liberal relative to the non classical logics

Of course, Apostei does not acquiesce to Quine's cntenon of on-
tological commitment as a definitwe philosoplucal truth (see, for ex-
ample, Apostei 1960, pp 205-6) But my interpretation of Quine's
cntenon, as a heunstic rule, capable of helpmg us to disentangle the
ontology subjacent to a theoretical language, seems to be in agree-
mera with his main ideas

Therefore, I thmk that Apostei would approve of the maxim ac-
cording to which to be is to be the %alue of a vanable In a language
with a fixed underlying logic, as I concewe it, more than this, he
would also accept that the mter-relations betyveen logic and ontology
are precisely those delineated in previous secnons, just as he would
be favorable to the arguments presented to corroborate my thesis

Perhaps the new function of logic in ontology, which for Apostei
"will be quite more complex than present day logic daims it to be",
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will constitute the outcome of investigations similar to those here
undertaken Moreover, I beheve that my position regardmg logic and
ontology may be considered as a corroboration of some of bis views
(and other of his works reconfirm my thesis, see for example, Apostei
1963 and 1971) 5
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Notes

1 The reader may consult Arruda 1980 to get a good idea of paraconsistent
logic
2 See Hughes & Cresswell 1974 and Gallin 1975
3 The subjacent logic of ZF* has plainly a dual logical system, which can be
unlized in the systemanzation oi mcomplete theones (for such theones, see
Rescher & Brandom 1979) Those logics for mcomplete theones, In some
sense dual of paraconsistent systems, could be called paracomplete
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4 Logic and ontology are intimately connected Therefore, the Quinean
well known thesis of ontological relativity leads, from our pomt of view, to
a correspondent thesis of logical relativity
5j would like to thank Professor Rolando Chuaqut, who read a prehminary
version of this ande and discovered a mathematical error in it, and Profes
sor W N Remhardt, with whom 1 discussed its main theses


